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Gordon Smith is renowned for delivering powerful messages to people from their loved ones on the

Other Side. But very often itâ€™s not just human friends and family members who come

throughâ€”the animals that have been so close to us in life also continue to visit us after death.

There have been many times when Gordon has given readings to clients about the loss of those

very close to them, but these individuals canâ€™t â€œhearâ€• the message because pain has closed

them down. However, when animals turn up, the barriers just dissolve, and these people can accept

the truth of the information that Gordon is relaying to them about their loved ones. In this

extraordinary book, Gordon tells these heart-wrenching stories, presenting some of the amazing

encounters that people have had with animals in the spirit world and here on Earth as well, including

Gordonâ€™s own experiences with his springer spaniel, Charlie. The Amazing Power of Animals is

full of astounding personal accounts that are a great testament to the power of animals and their

unconditional love for us!
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I am an animal lover and this book was so heartwarming. I lost my beloved jack russell almost a

year ago after 14 years and am still heartbroken. I also had a cat (indoor cat) for 19 years. My

house & heart are so empty right now. My husband is adamantly against getting another pet so I am

trying to volunteer with local shelters. As of yet they don't need anyone. Thank you Gordon for

writing such a lovely book about our awesome connections to our animals on this earth plane. God

bless you.

While the tales that the author tells of his encounters with animals in his life are somewhat

enjoyable, the depth of his awareness is somewhat less than I expected. Anyone who has allowed

themselves to be in touch with both domestic and wild animals in their lives realizes that there is so

much more and, even though Mr. Smith is a medium, he did not help clarifying what these further

mysteries are about. Furthermore, there was little insight into the other side of life for animals; i.e.

What do they do? Are they together or with human spirits? Do they reincarnate? While I fully respect

Mr. Smith's abilities and have read his other works, this is a book that would have been best left

unwritten. In spite of his close relationship with a few dogs, his lay readers, myself included,

probably have more insight into this area than he is able to demonstrate.

I loved this book, fascinating stories of the natural senses of our loving animals, how they can save

our lives., , how they bring us comfort and love., I've seen many times how they will wait for their

love one to return home at the correct time., how they will show love to us when sensing our

sadness. Gordon paints a clear and wonderful picture of the part our pets play in our lives.. If you

are an animal lover you MUST read this book.

Heartwarming stories well told. I lost my "souldog" a few years ago, and although I had a second

dog at the time, and shortly after acquired another wonderful canine companion, no animal before or

since has made such an impact on my life. I know he is happy in spirit, but I still miss being with him

in this physical plane. While none of these stories were quite like what I experienced, there were

similarities and it was good to read about others who have also felt remarkable bonds with their

pets.

The book was so helpful to meHaving adopted 3 little kittens who were all brothers.The runt of the

litter had FIP which there is no cureI had to put him down at 8months old it broke my heart.But after

reading the amazing power of animals. It helped me to get through it.I just love Gordon Smith I have



read all of his books.Hope to some day meet him. His books have helped me get through a lot of

heart aches.Angel

I actually had this book and let a couple of friends read it when they lost their pet. It is really an

amazing book. It reassures you that things are going to be fine, and that your pets are still around,

even if you can't see them. It will make you laugh and cry. I am buying this additional book because

I have some more friends to give it to, and one is not enough. You will probably do the same. One of

the friends I let borrow it, bought one for herself and 2 others for friends of her. You will not be sorry

when you get it.

I really enjoyed this book by Gordon Smith. I have loved animals all my life. Those of us who see

these awesome beings through eyes of love and compassion KNOW there is much more to animals

than the average person sees.

This book is indeed Amazing! Even incredulous. Gordon Smith is a very sensitive medium, a

profession which I have heretofore not given much credence. He has done in-depth research into

the personalties of animals by collecting countless first hand stories from pet owners. An excellent

reference and highly enjoyable book for animal lovers as well as seekers of understanding intuitive

wisdom.
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